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Abstract

In brief, we present a case of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) with 5, 17 and 18 monosomies as stemline clonal abnormality in his cytogenetic analysis. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of such a chromosomal abnormality as a clonal aberration in AML with M0 French-American-British (FAB) type. It seems that this monosomal karyotype imposed adverse prognosis on this patient and could be related to the rapid and malignant course of the disease as seen.
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Introduction

The cytogenetic classification of patients with AML is based either on the clonal number of chromosomes or the specific cytogenetic abnormalities acquired by the leukemic cells. Although monosomy 5 has been observed as a recurrent chromosomal abnormality in de novo AML, it occurs with greater frequency in secondary AML arising from precedent myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS-AML) or due to genotoxic therapy for a previous malignancy (therapy related-AML). With the reported frequency of about 2% in adult AML aged 16 – 59,1,2 and 3% – 5% in older patients with AML,3 monosomy 5 regarded as one of the most numerical chromosomal changes in AML, surpassed in frequency only by +8, -7, +21 and -Y. Monosomy 5 is most often present together with other abnormalities and only few cases with monosomy 5 as single change have been reported.

Case Report

In this report, we present a 79-year-old male who had been suffering from weakness, anorexia and mild fever for two months. On physical examination, he showed severe pallor, slight dehydration and a large soft abdomen and without tenderness. Blood analysis showed: Hb 8.1 g/dL, WBC 32,600/μL (60% blasts), platelets 30,000/μL. Bone marrow aspirate showed hypercellularity with 80% of cells identified as undifferentiated myeloblasts, fulfilling the FAB criteria of M0. Cytogenetic analysis was performed on bone marrow, using overnight and 48 hours synchronized cultures. Metaphase chromosomes were G-banded and karyotyped, according to the recommendations of the International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (ISCN). Metaphases were analyzed using Applied Spectral Imaging Case Data Manager 6.0. Twenty cells were studied and in our analysis, we found a hypodiploid metaphase with 43 chromosomes, which leads to further explore. Finally, after 52 cells were studied, we found another 3 cells with 43 chromosomes in association with normal 46 chromosomes (Figure 1). The karyotype was defined as 43,XY,-5,-17,-18[4]/46,XY[48]. Chemotherapy was deferred and the patient was initiated on antibiotic therapy and supportive cares including red cells and platelet transfusions, as well as low-dose corticosteroid. The patient died from pulmonary infection, 8 days after admission.

Discussion

A review of the literature and the Mitelman Database of Chromosome Aberrations in Cancer4 showed no AML case with M0 FAB type and 43, XY, -5, -17,-18 as a stemline clonal aberration. Hirai, et al. presented two MDS-AML cases, with 44, XY, -5, -17 karyotype, previously.5 Recall that, there are some aberration in MDS and AML that can occur in each, as a driver and specific abnormality. For example, most patients with t(1;7)(p11;p11) have MDS at the time of diagnosis, however some of them have full-fledged AML at first.6 Taking in to account the widespread overlapping chromosomal abnormalities, the possibility of precedent MDS in our patient with rapid progression to AML, should not be rejected. Using the accepted definition of clonal aberration in malignancy, the loss of each of the chromosomes 5, 17 and 18 can be considered as clonal, as each was missing in at least three cells. In addition, because we could not identify any of these founded monosomies solely, it seems that malignant clone raised with these monosomies together at first. Recently Breems, et al. defined a category of monosomal karyotype positive (MK+) patients characterized by the presence of an autosomal monosomy in conjunction with at least one other autosomal monosomy or one structural abnormality and with poor prognosis.7 In this study, in 25 patients aged 15 to 60 years and with monosomy 5, they did not find monosomy 5 as sole abnormality and hence, stratified them in MK+ subgroup. In addition, they emphasized on poorest
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prognosis of monosomy 5 compared to others in MK− subgroup.1 These results confirmed in subsequent study.2 In light of these premises, the rapid and malignant course of the disease in our case can be imposed by the adverse prognosis of his monosomal karyotype. In addition, light hypodiploid clones, seen after further cytogenetic analysis, is another remarkable thing about our case that must be kept in mind for diagnostic setting, when faced with samples of older people and M0 FAB type.
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